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Dear Sisters and Co-responsible Laity for the Cabrinian Mission, 
 
 

May God's peace be with you! 
 

I am happy to write this letter informing you that the film "Cabrini" will be released in 
theaters in the United States on March 8, 2024, the date of International Women's Day. Then 
it will be released in the following weeks in other countries around the world.  

Cabrini was always ahead of her time. A woman consecrated to religious life to announce 
Jesus' project to the world. In recent weeks, her name has been everywhere and many are 
waiting for the opportunity to see her story of life on mission. This film will certainly expand 
Cabrini's legacy so that many projects can be put into action to make the world a more human 
and fraternal place. 

As Father Zezinho, a Brazilian religious and singer, proclaimed many years ago, "Ca-
brini. This woman knows a thing or two". Cabrini's mission to love and serve knew no bounds. 
Her life was sustained by the spirituality of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. A spirituality that pushed 
her to be a Missionary of the Sacred Heart beyond the bounds of her country and continent. 

A woman who listened to God and the signs of the times, determined, humble, reflec-
tive, decisive and with the discernment to bring people together in the cause of the common 
good. 

Each and every one of you will certainly continue to reflect on the assertions  presented 
above. Let us continue to learn from Cabrini and from those who have learned to contemplate 
and appreciate her life given for love. 

Let us keep in mind the release dates of the film in cinemas in our different countries. Let us 
participate and spread the word about this innovative event that can transform many lives in 
mission. 

I enclose with this letter the text written by the Generalate’s communications team on 
the film's journey from its inception. It is worth reading and also getting to know Mr. Eustace 
Wolfington, who financed this project to make Mother Cabrini better known, and to spread 
her mission throughout the world. We thank Mr. Wolfington and we know that God blesses 
his gesture in joining forces for the good of all.  

 



 

I pray to the Sacred Heart of Jesus for all those who will see the film and for all those 
who have financed it and are working to make this dream a reality in our times. 

With affection and united in God's love, 

 

 

Sr Maria Eliane Azevedo da Silva, MSC 
General Superior 
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